UNEVOC Centre at Beijing Union University Attended the 2018 Beijing-Humboldt Education Conference

The 2018 Beijing-Humboldt Education Conference was held in Beijing on September 15-17, whose theme was “Intelligent Times, Education 2035”. About 600 people from all walks of life, including scholars, enterprises and media from the domestic and international education and education management fields attended the conference, making academic exchanges on issues such as human development, human learning, cultural heritage, university education and industrial restructuring in the intelligent age. Scholars giving keynote speeches include Wang Jiaqiong, President of the University of International Business and Economics, Huang Kan, Deputy Director of the Beijing Municipal Education Commission, and Li Deyi, academician of the Chinese Academy of Engineering, etc..

Professor Bao Hong, Head of the UNEVOC Centre at Beijing Union University, one of the conference organizers, delivered a keynote speech at the opening ceremony. He pointed out that the 2018 Beijing-Humboldt Education Conference was held in the 40th anniversary of China's reform and opening up and had important epochal significance.

He introduced the purpose and mission of the UNEVOC Centre, aiming to help UNESCO member states strengthen vocational education and training, and promote technical, vocational and lifelong education around the world. Beijing Union University, as one of the six UNEVOC centres in China, is working on a variety of programs, including providing training of information technology and artificial intelligence to primary and secondary school teachers in Tibet for two consecutive years. Professor Bao proposed that as human society enters into the era of intelligence, the concept of a community with a shared future for mankind suggests a proposal for future international cooperation in technical and vocational education.
The Beijing-Humboldt Education Conference advocates that educators should undertake a larger mission in building a community with a shared future for mankind, promoting people-oriented education, enhancing the combination of family education, school education and social education. The UNEVOC Centre at Beijing Union University has introduced its work in technical and vocational education and expanded its social influence at the conference.

Learn more about the UNEVOC Network: [https://unevoc.unesco.org/network](https://unevoc.unesco.org/network)